The effect of motion of heavy ions on the radiation characteristics of a point charge moving with uniform velocity along the direction of the external magnetic field in a plasma is investigated. For the case of stationary ions, two modes are found to be excited up to zero frequencies for values of the normalized strength of the external magnetic field above a certain minimum value. The result of inclusion of the motion of heavy ions is that the ordinary mode has a resonance at the so-called lower hybrid resonant frequency below which it is not excited and the extraordinary mode is excited up to zero frequencies even for very small values of the normalized strength of the external magnetic field. The power radiated in the ordinary mode in the neighborhood of the lower as well as the upper hybrid resonant frequenci es is relatively large. The frequency and the angular spectrum of the emitted radiation as well as th e direction of the Cerenkov rays are evaluated for some typi cal parameter values whic h include those usually obtained in the exosphere.
Introduction
A point charge moving with a uniform velocity in free-space does not radiate in view of the constraint that its velocity cannot exceed the phase velocity Co of the electromagnetic waves in the medium. On the other hand, a point charge moving in a material medium with a uniform velocity less than Co can radiate provided its velocity is greater than the phase velocity of the electromagnetic waves in that medium. This radiation is the well-known Cerenkov radiation. An excellent treatment of the general field of Cerenkov radiation may be found in the book by Jelley [1958] and the review articles by Bolotovskii [1957, 1961] ' A cold plasma in a magnetic field is equivalent to a dielectric, and Cerenkov radiation is possible in such a medium_ However, in a cold plasma without external magnetic field, the phase velocity of the electromagnetic waves is always greater than Co with the result, Cerenkov radiation is not emitted in an isotropic plasma. But in an anisotropic plasma, Cerenkov radiation is possible. Kolomenskii [1956] and Sitenko and Kolomenskii [1956] have examined some aspects of the problem of radiation by a charged particle moving with a uniform velocity along the direction of the external magnetic field in a plasma. In their papers, Kolomenskii and Sitenko have not systematically investigated the frequency spectrum of the ordinary and the extraordinary modes nor have they given any consideration to the angular distribution of the radiated energy. Mckenzie [1963] has given a thorough treatment of the Cerenkov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium with emphasis on its application to the gen-I Present address: Applied Re search Laborato ry, Sylvania Electronic Systems, 40 Sylv an Road, Waltham , Mass. eration of low-frequency electromagnetic radiation in the exosphere by the passage of charged corpuscular streams. The present authors [Tuan and Seshadri, 1963] have also given a treatment of th e problem of radiation from a point charge moving with a uniform velocity along the direction of the external magnetic field in a plasma. It was found [Tuan and Seshadri, 1963] that for certain parameters both the ordinary and the extraordinary modes were emitted up to zero frequencies. All the foregoing treatments of the Cerenkov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium are based on an idealization in which the motion of the heavy ions is neglected. It is reasonable to neglect the ion motion for frequencies sufficiently greater than the plasma and the gyromagnetic frequency of the ions. But for lower frequencies, it is not legitimate to ignore the ion motion. It is therefore of interest to study the effect of the motion of the heavy ions on the lowfrequency spectrum of the radiation e mitted by a uniformly moving charged particle in an anisotropic plasma.
In this paper, the radiation characteristics of a point charge moving with uniform velocity along the direction of the static magnetic field are investigated for the case of the plasma in which the motion of the heavy ions is taken into account. The method employed in this paper is different from those previously employed [Mckenzie, 1963; Tuan and Seshadri, 1963] . In general, the emitted radiation is found to consist of two modes. The dispersion relations of these modes are analyzed in detail with a view to finding out the influence of the heavy ions on the low-frequency spectrum of the two modes. The frequency and the angular spectrum as well as the directions of the Cerenkov rays are examined. Numerical results are evaluated for some typical parameters of interest. 
Statement of the Problem
Consider a fully ionized, homoge neous plasma of infinite extent. For the sake of simplicity, the plasma is idealized to be a lossless and macroscopic ally ne utral mixture of a gas of electrons and a single species
In the frequel!.9y domain, the electric and the magnetic field vectors E(f, w) and Her, w) are known to satisfy the following Maxwell's equations
where P-o and Eo are the vacuum permeability and dielectric constant. In (7), 7 is the familiar relative dyadic dielectric constant used in the magneto-ionic theory and its components are given by the following matrix:
of ions in which compressional effects due to finite temperature are neglected. An external magnetic where field Bo is assumed to be uniformly impressed throughout the plasma in the z-direction, where p, </>, and z form a cylindrical coordinate sys te m ( fig. 1 ). It is desired to investigate the radiation c haracteri stics of a point c harge moving uniformly in the plasma medium along the direction of the external magnetic fi eld. Let
(1) represent a point charge qo moving with a uniform velocity u along the z-axis from z = -00 to z = 00 such that it passes through the origin at t = O. The curre nt density arising from this uniformly moving charge is given by
where r represents the position vector of a point in the p , </> , and z-space. It is assumed that th e so urce (2) is sufficie ntly weak so that the lin earized plasma theory is applicable.
Let Fer; t) and H (r; t) be, respectively, the electric and the magnetic field vectors. It is convenient to introduce the time Fourier transforms defined by
to the source (2) and all the field quantItIes. The Fourier transform of the source (2) is obtained as
In (9), Wpe is the plasma freque ncy, a nd Wee is the gyromagnetic frequency of the electrons. Also Wpi and Wei are the corresponding quantiti es for the ions. It is found to be advantageous, though somewhat unconve ntional, to employ th e followin g normalized frequencies:
O=~'
wpe' R=W ee . Wpe
With the above notation, (9a-c) b ecomes
where m e m = -mi (12) and me and m; are th e masses of an electron and an ion re spec tively . In view of (5) and th e geometry of the problem it is obvious that the field components are independent of ¢ and depend on z only through the phase factor e iwz / u , which may be conveniently separated out as follows :
fer, w)=f(p, w)e iwz / u .
(13)
The arguments p , W of all the functions will be omitted for convenience.
The projection of a vector in the p -¢ plane will be denoted by the subscript t and z denotes the unit vector in the z-direction. The longitudinal and the transverse co mpone nts of (6) and (7) are given by
On ~ro ss multipl yin g (15a, b) by z, th e ex pressio ns for 2 X HI and z X E/ ca n be found and these whe n s ub stitute d bac k in (15a, b) res ult in two s imultaneo us e quati o ns in EI and lIt. Th e soluti on of these s imulta neo us ~uation s yie ld s th e foll ow in g express ions for EI a nd HI in te rm s of Hz a nd Ez:
and Co = ltv' J.LoEo is th e free-pace velocit y of elec tro· magneti c waves. The substitution of (16b a nd d) r es pectively in (14a and b) yields a pair of coupled wave e quation s, which are conveniently written in th e matrix notation as follows:
tEz (19b) [N'
[N] = 0 :J [SJ~GJ (19c) and N , = WJ.Lo , N2 = WEoE3 .
(19d)
Th e so luti on of (18) a nd th e s ub sequ e nt e valuation of aU th e phys ical quantiti es of inter es t are carri ed out by e mployi ng th e me th ods first used by o ne of the a uthors [Ses hadri , 1965b] in th e tre atm e nt of th e Ce re nkov radiation in a wa rm an isotropic plas ma.
Solution of the Coupled Wave Equations (18)
Th e co upl ed wav e equati ons (18) may be deco upled into two se parate wave e quation s by a tran sform a ti on to a ne w base. Le t
The substitution of (20) into (18) [T] may be c hosen in s uc h a way as to diago nalize [MJ-I[N] with th e fo ll owin g res ult:
for n = l , 2. (22) With the help of (5), (13), and the right side of (21), it is found that (23) The solution of (22) is easily seen to given by n=l, 2 and m=l or 2.
(24)
The outward power radiated per unit area is given by
Therefore, the total power radiated in the radial direc· tion per unit area and per unit frequency interval is easily obtained with the help of (3), (4), (13), and (25a) to be given by
The substitution of (26) in (25b) and the use of (20) yields 
It was shown that
On pre multiplying both sides of (27c) by 
it is found from (27b) and (28) that
Since the radiation is circularly symmetrical about the direction of motion of the charge, namely the z·axis, the total power radiated per unit path length and per unit frequeTJ.cy interval is obtained from (31) to be given by
The total power radiated is seen from (32) to be the sum of the powers in the two modes separately. This arises due to the absence of cross terms in (32) and therefore the two wave functions defined by "' 1 and "' 2 are orthogonal.
On substituting (24) in (32) and making use of the relation
(34) For eac h mode, which corresponds to different values of n, m is c hosen to be either 1 or 2 depending on whether the corresponding value of bnn is positive or negative. For a propagating mode, the value of k 2 n is positive and with the above choice of m, l ew) given in (34) will be positive. Thus the fulfillment of the radio ation condition, which requires a net outward flow of power at large distances from the source, is ens ured. 
Dispersion Relations
where (36a) and (36b) The dispersion equation (35) whi c h specifies the phase velocity V for propagation in the direction perpen· dic ular to that of the motion of th e charge can also be derived in a much simpler way, as shown in the appendix. The use of (l7a, b) and (19d) in (36a and b) yields, after some simplification, th e following expressions for A and B:
positive, real values of V2 are seen to be obtained only in the following two cases :
and he nce V' f only is positive real, with th e result that only the ordinary mode is excited in this range .
Case 2 B > 0, A < 0 and (~r > B. It can be easily shown that for this case Vf and ~ are both positi ve real and hence both the ordinary and th e extraordi nary modes are excited.
It is desired to find the ranges of the parame ters nand R (given by (10)) which correspond to the above two cases. In thi s way, the values of the parameters nand R for which eac h of the two modes are generated can be determined.
In most cases, the Alfven wave velocity Va = coRy;,:; is very much smaller than the free·space electro· magnetic wave velocity co. Also the mas s ratio m is very mu c h smaller than unity.
Consequently, in what follows, m and R 2 m are legitimately neglected in comparison with unity.
Th e parameteric equations for A = 00, B = 00, A = 0, and B = 0 may be easily s hown to be given by the followin g curves in th e fV -R2 sp ace:
for A = 00 and B = 00
With th e help of (lla, c), the c urv es Ll -L4 are s hown to be given by the following parameteric eq uations (39a) and
where
The solutions of (35) are given by
where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to th e posi· tive and the negative signs in (38) a nd denote ord in ary and extraordinary, respectively. The factor EI /I EI I is introduced in front of the radi cal to ensure the con· tinuity of V2 across the lin e El = 0. It is obvious that propagating waves are generated only in th e ranges of parameters for which V2 is positive real. From (38) figure   2b , the curves Lt -L5 are drawn to scale for the case f3 = 10-2 , and the regions of generation and propagation of the ordinary and the extraordinary modes are indicated by shading with vertical and horizontal lines, res pectively.
In order to assess the effect of the motion of the heavy ions on the fre quency ranges of excitation of the two modes, it is convenient to study briefly the limiting case of stationary ions, that is m = O. For this case, the parametric e quations of the curves LI -L5 reduce to the following: respective~y. It may be noted that L~ and L; represen~ the equatIOns for the lower and th e upper hybrid resonant frequencies, respectively [Stix, 1962] . It is seen that the motion of the heavy ions alters the radiation characteristics of a uniformly moving point charge in the neighborhood of the lower hybrid resonant frequency and lower. The lower hybrid resonant frequency is considerably larger than the ion gyromagnetic frequency and is of the order of the geometric mean of the electron and the ion gyromagnetic frequencies . Since the lower hybrid resonant frequency can be in the ELF or the lower end of the VLF band it becomes necessary to include the motion of th~ heavy ions in obtaining the low-frequency part of the Cerenkov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium.
From fi gure 3, it is found that, in an electron plasma with stationary ions , the ordinary and the extraordinary modes are excited up to zero freque nci es if the normalized strength of the external magn e tic field is above a
is see n to hav e a reso nan ce a t th e lower hyb rid reso nant frequ e ncy below whi c h it is not e mitted. Th e ra nge of excitation a nd propagation of th e extrao rdinary mod e continues to ex te nd up to ze ro frequ e ncies no matte r how small th e normalized strength of the external magnetic field.
.
Note that for the specIal value of R2=--m-l_f3 2 th e ex traordinary mode is not generated. As R2 moves away from the critical value, the frequen cy range of excitation of the extraordinary mode increases .
Again for very s mall R2, th e pass band of th e extra· ordin ary mode dec reases as R2 bec om es smaller a nd finall y vanishes for R2 = O.
The normalized phase velocity VI/CO and the normalized wave number fleo/V, for the ordinary mode and the correspondin g quantiti es V2/co and fleO/V2 for the extraordinary mode are evaluated nume rically for four different values of R ; namely, 1.0, 0.5, 0.025, an d 0.01, and are d epicted in figures 4 to 8. A perusal of the fi gures 4 to 8 reveals the following interes tin g c harac teristics for the propagation of the two modes in th e radial direc ti on . The o rdin ary mod e has resona nce, that . is its phase veloci ty goes to zero , a t th e lower hyb rid reso na nt frequ e ncy n == V R2rn/l + R2 + m a nd at th e uppe r hybrid reso na nt frequ e ncy n =Vl + rn+ R2. Th e phase ve locity of th e ord in ar y mode in c reases as th e frequ e ncy is inc reased bey ond th e low e r and dec rease d fro m the uppe r hyb rid reso na nt frequ e ncies, res pec ti vely.
An e xamination of th e fr equ e ncy n ver sus wave number n co/v di agram shows th at, in certain freque ncy ra nges, th e radi al propagati on is "backward " in c haracter in the sense th at th e phase and th e gro up veloc ities are of o ppo site signs. In order for th e total radi ated power to be outwardly direc te d, it was found necessary to c hoose m = 1 in ce rtain frequ e ncy ran ges a nd m = 2 in th e othe r freque ncy r anges. It was found from th e di spersio n diagra ms that th e freque ncy ran ges in whi c h m = 1 or 2 coin c id ed exac tl y with th e frequ e ncy ran ges in whi c h th e phase and th e grou p veloc iti es are of th e same or opposite s igns, respectively. From (24) a nd th e implied tim e de pendence, it follow s th at m = 1 corres ponds to wave s whose phase a nd group ve lociti es are directe_d outwards from the source whereas m= 2 corresponds to a wa ve for whi c h th e gro up velocity is outwardly directed whereas the phase ve locit y is inwardly directed.
It is found th at the ordinary mod e is a " forw ard"
wave for n 2> 1 + In and is a " backw ard" wave for n 2 < 1 + rn. Th e phase velocity of th e ordin ary mod e dec reases with th e freque ncy for n 2> 1 + rn but incre ases with th e freque ncy for n 2 < 1 + rn. Th e extraordinary mode is found to be ei th er " forward" or " bac kward" or partly "forward" and partly " bac kward" d e pe nding on the valu e of R. Its phase velocity is found to eithe r in crease (R = 0.025) or decrease (R = 0.01) with the frequ e ncy. It is interes tin g to note that in the magne to sph ere, say at a di s ta nce of 10 earth radii from the ce nter of th e earth , R is approxi· mately equal to 10-2 and for th a t valu e of R , th e ph ase velocit y of th e extraordin a ry mod e dec reases with th e frequency. This feature can be easily see n to account for th e " hydro magne ti c whi s tle rs" with a ri sin g to ne ca used by th e passage of th e solar parti cles along the earth's magn e ti c fi eld , in th e mag ne tos ph ere. In a similar manner, the ordinary mode for n 2 < 1 + In with its phas e velocity increasin g with t he frequen cy ca n account for the well-known atmosp her ic whi stle rs with decreasing tone. 
N egioll s of propag ation of th e t lVO lII od es for a sillf(le compollell t plasllla.
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Frequency and Angular Spectrum
The frequency spectrum I I(w) of the ordinary mode and 12(w) of the extraordinary mode are defined to be the total power radiated in the respective modes per unit path length and per unit frequency interval. It is of interest to examine the frequ ency spectrum of the two morles as a function of frequency for some typical values of R. With the help of (17b), (19d), (20), (23) and VI , 2/CO is given inJ38). The normalized frequency spectrum 11(w) and 12(w) are computed from (41a, b) for four different values of R ; namely, R = 1.0, 0.5, 0_025, and 0.01. The normalized speed 13 = ~ is Co assumed to be equal to 10-2 , which is the same as used in the calc ulations of phase velocity_ It is of interest to note that the solar cloud speeds in the exosphere are of the order u = 1O-2co. The normalized frequency spectrum of the two modes are plotted in figures 9 to 17_ A study of these figures shows that , in general, the power radiated is larger for the high er frequencies than for the smaller. It is seen that the frequency spectrum of the ordinary mode beco mes infinite at the two hybrid resonant frequencies and on account of this, the total power radiated by a uniformly moving point charge becomes infinite. This diffic ulty can be overcome in the following manner. At the two hybrid reso nant freque ncies, the phase velocity in the radial direc tion goes to zero . The rad ial dire ction is transverse to the direction of the external magne tic field . In the ne ighborhood of the two hybrid resonant frequencies, since the phase velocity vanishes' the magneto-ionic theory obviously fails. When the phase velocity becomes of the order of the thermal velocity of the charged particles, it is not legitimate to ignore the thermal motion of the particles. A treatment of the wave propagation transverse to the external magnetic field in a two component plasma has been given [S eshadri, 1965a] wherein the effect of the finite temperature of the electrons and the ions has been included. When finite temperature effects are included, it is found that the phase velocity instead of going to zero at the upper and the lower hybrid resonant frequencies, actually levels off to the value of the acoustic velocity in the electron and the ion gas respectively. As a result of this, the frequency spectrum at upper hybrid resonant frequency, instead of becoming infinite, attains only a maximum value which depends on some inverse power of the acoustic velocity U e in the electron gas. Similarly, the frequency spectrum at the lower hybrid resonant frequency attains only a maximum value which depends on some inverse power of the acoustic velocity Ui in the ion gas. Since Ui < Ue, the frequency spectrum near the lower hybrid resonant frequency is likely to be higher.
10 3 FIGURE 14.
R =0.025
R=0025
Frequency spectrum of the ordinary and the extraordinary modes for R = 0.025 and n < 1. 
RoO.OI
A sys tematic investigation of th e Cerenkov radiation in a warm, anisotropic plasma has bee n ca rri ed out elsew he re by one of th e authors [S eshadri, 1965b ] for a single co mpon e nt plas ma, and in that inves tigation a finite value has bee n obtained for th e frequency spectrum near th e upper hybrid reso na nt frequ e ncy, as anticipated above .
The valu e of R over a large part of th e earth 's exosp here is of the order 10-2 and for exa mple, at 4 earth radii from the earth's center, R = 2 X 10-2 , approximately [Mckenzie, 1963] . It is see n from fi gure 2b that , for R between 2 X 10-2 to 6 X 10-2 , both th e mod es are emitted above the lower hybrid resonant frequency over a band which is largest for R = 2 X 10-2 and which continually diminishes as R is increased to the value R = 6 X 10-2 • It is seen that the power radiated in the ordinary mode is consid erab ly larger than that in the extraordinary mode as can be seen from figure 14. In view of the prese nce of the lower hybrid reso na nt frequen cy, the power radiated in th e neighborhood of that fr equ e ncy is quite hi gh, a fac t whi c h is not un covered in th e treatments wherein the ion motion is neglec ted. It is of interest to examine the polar di agram of the Cerenkov radiati o n. Th e normalized angular spectrum [ M) and h(e) for th e ordinary and th e extraordinary modes are ev id e ntly give n by th e relation [,,(e) = i,,(O) I( 27T si n ell I ;~ I J n = 1, 2. (43) Th e a ngle e be twee n the direc ti o n of motio n of th e c harge and th e directi o n of th e phase front is easily see n to be given by
By makin g use of (38), (41), (43), and (44), the ex pression s for th e normali zed a ngular s pec trum / 1(8) and [ 2((}) of th e mod es ca n be obtain ed. Th e de ta ils of to 24 that the angular spectrum has not been evaluated in certain cases up to very close to the hybrid resonant frequencies.
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Cerenkov Ray Direction
In an anisotropic medium, the direction of the power flow or the Cerenkov ray is different from the direction of the wave normal. It can be shown [Stix, 1962] that the angle a between the directions of the Cerenkov ray and the wave normal is given by
with the result the Cerenkov ray makes an angle 0 + a with the direction of motion of charge. With the help of (38), (44) depicted in figures 25 to 34 reveal two important fea· tures of the Cerenkov ray directions in an anisotropic plasma. In an isotropic medium, the Cerenkov ray directions make only acute angles with the direction of motion of the source whereas in an anisotropic medium such as the one considered in this paper, for appropriate parameter values, the Cerenkov ray makes obtuse angles with the direction of motion of the source, as may be seen from figures 26, 28 to 31, 33, and 34. The second important feature of the Cerenkov ray directions in an anisotropic plasma is that for ex· tremely low frequencies, the ray directions are confined to angles very close to the direction of the external magnetic field, either in the same or in the opposite direction to the motion of the source. It is seen from figure 25 (extraordinary mode, 10-4 < n 10 I~ (8) n'100032 1 ' 7"0025
-FIGURE 22. A ngalar spectra", oj the ordinary and th e extraordin.ary modes Jar R = 0.025 .
< 4.4 X 10-4, R = LO), figure 30 (extraordinary mod e, 10-4 < n < 10-3 , R = 0.025), figure 31 (ordinary mode, 6 X 10-4 < n < L 5 X 10-\ R = 0.025) and figu re 33 (e xtraordinary mod e, 10-4 < n < 2.3 X 10-4, R = 0.01) that, for th e frequ e ncy ran ges and th e appropriate mod e type indi cated within the brackets, the ray direc tions are con fll1 ed to very s mall angles with the direc tion of th e magne tic field. obtained at distances greater than about fiv e ea rth 's radii fro m th e ce nte r of th e earth, th e extre mely lowfrequency Cerenkov rays a re co nfin ed to s mall angles a bout th e direction of the magnetic field but li e in a direc tion opposit e to that of the motion of th e so urce. The s ub ELF or the hydromagn eti c emission s [Tepley, 1961] are attributed to the extraordinary mode ( fig. 33 ) and have their directions behind the motion of the source. It is seen from figures 25 to 34 that, in certain cases, th e ray direc tions change very rapidly with the wave normal direction and the physical explanation for this be havior is not clear.
To facilitat e easy reference, an index to all the figures is provided in table 1 where in for eac h value of R, the frequ e ncy ran ges of exc itation, the mod e number, the wave type and the numb ers of fi gures showing the di sp ersio n, th e frequ e ncy, an d th e a ngul ar s pec trum and th e ray directions are includ ed. . -~
Concluding Remarks
The characteristics of some of the electromagnetic emissions which are detected both on the earth and by satellite borne receivers suggest Cerenkov type radiation generated by charged particles moving at high speed along the magnetic field lines in the magnetosphere as a possible mechanism. With the purpose of understanding these emissions, consid· erable investigations of the Cerenkov radiation in a uniform magneto·ionic medium have been carried out. In all these treatments, the ion motion has been omitted. Whereas the neglect of ion motion may be legitimate for the higher e nd of the VLF band, it is only proper to take into account the motion of heavy ions for the evaluation of the electromagnetic emissions in the lower end of the VLF and ELF bands. Re· cently, there has been interes t in the interpretation of the observed emissions at hydro magnetic freque n· cies in which range the ion motion certainly plays a dominant role and cannot therefore be neglected.
In this paper, the restriction on the motion of the ions is removed and the theory of Cerenkov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium is extended to apply even to ELF and hydro magnetic frequencies by the inclu· sion of the motion of the heavy ions. Not only has the analysis of the Cerenkov radiation in a two component magnetoplasma b ee n carried out using a different and somewhat simpler method but some of the special features, such as, for example, the existence of the "backward" wave character of the radial propagation, which have been overlooked previously in the liter· ature, are emphasized in this treatment.
In an anisotropic medium, the direction of power flow and the wave normal direction do not coincide. The radiation condition requires that the net power flow be directed outward from the source. In certain frequency ranges, it is possible for the wave normal direction to be inwardly pointed, giving rise to back· ward waves. It was found necess ary while evaluating the frequency spectrum to require the waves to h ave inwardly traveling phase fronts for certain frequency ranges to obtain outwardly traveling power. The existence of the backward waves was further confirmed by the examination of the dispersion diagrams, which yielded oppositely directed phase and group velocities in the frequency ranges appropriate to the backward wave regIOns.
Extensive numerical results on the frequency spec· trum , the angular spectrum , and the Cere nkov ray direction s are presented for parameter values appropriate to the magnetosphere and for a particle speed of the order of the estimated solar cloud speeds. The power radiated by a single point charge in uniform motion is so small that it cannot accou nt for the ob· served power levels of low frequency emissions . A realistic estimate of the number density of particles whose coherent emission alone can give the proper order of magnitud e for the intensity of the low· frequency emissions will require a detailed examination of the propagation mechanism and the inclusion of the effect of the ionosphere boundary, in addition to the mechanism of excitation which alone is consid· ered in this treatment.
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Appendix
The dispersion relations for a plane wave propa· gating at an angle 8 with respect to the direction of the external magnetic field are given by the following Appleton-Hartree formula [Stix, 1962] and Vph is the phase velocity of the plane wave in the magneto-ionic medium. If the objective is merely to determine the ranges of the parameters nand R in which the propagating waves are excited by a point charge moving with uniform velocity u in the direc tion of the external magnetic field, then it is possible and also desirable to start with (A.l) and obtain the dispersion relation (35) specifying the phase velocity v for propagation in the direction perpendicular to the direction of motion of the charge. It is well known that a charge moving with uniform velocity u through a me dium of refractive index CO/Vph will emit Cerenkov radiation at an angle e with respect to its dire ction of motion if the condition for coherent radiation, namely,
is satisfied_ Also, it is easily seen that the phase velocity v normal to the direction of motion of charge is given by v sin 8 = Vpll' (A.6) With the help of (A.S) and (A.6), it may be shown that (A.7)
The elimination of cos e and Vph from (A.l)-(A.4) with the help of (A.S) and (A.7) yields (35), after so me simplification.
